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Introduction

In everyday life, we often encounter conversational situations consisting of three or more people, where one person is mainly a listener while others speak. The listener has to memorize what is said by the talkers in order to join the conversation as a talker himself, or simply remember the content for later use.

Listening to and remembering the content of spoken language is a demanding task from a cognitive-psychological view. Unlike for example reading a text, all the cognitive processes involved in evaluating, remembering, and understanding spoken language must be performed on the basis of a single, time-limited presentation [1]. It can be assumed that the availability of audiovisual information is likely to affect listener’s memory and comprehension of the speech content. This includes auditory-perceptual features such as the spatial position of the speakers and the fundamental frequency of the voice (which in many cases indicates gender), visual information such as the appearance of the speaker or co-verbal behavior. For example, past research has shown that certain auditory-perceptive characteristics (e.g., type and level of background noise or masking source positions) can impede listening performance [2, 3, 4]. The availability of plausible auditory cues has been shown to be beneficial for challenging listening situations [5, 6] and visual information like gestures and lip movement, which accompany the spoken word, can improve speech comprehension [7]. Therefore, the hypothesis can be formed, that cognitive performance in conversational situations can be influenced by plausible auditory and visual information.

However, this particular setting where one person listens to running speech from two talkers and has to memorize what is said, has hardly been researched from a cognitive-psychological point of view. In fact, when memory performance for heard speech is studied in experiments, often simplified laboratory settings are employed, where unrelated digits (serial recall task) or isolated sentences (listening span task) are presented as stimulus material instead of running speech, with simplified headphones reproduction and no or only simple visualization (e.g., [8, 9]).

The aim of this project is to gain insights on the influence of audiovisual information on cognitive performance in close-to-realistic virtual environments. To maintain control in the listening experiments while having an almost natural frame, a computer-mediated conversation, e.g., a virtual reality (VR) based setting has proven to have a high ecological validity. Here, embodied virtual

![Figure 1: Example of a conversational situation in the heard text recall (HTR) paradigm with two virtual agents (VAs) as virtual interlocutors to whom a human addressee listens.](image-url)
agents (VAs) replace the natural interlocutors, while the users as natural listeners remain as participants. The heard text recall (HTR) task by Finot et al. [10] (see Fig. 1) allows for examining listening performance with running speech as a stimulus. Starting from a simple experimental setup (e.g., Fig. 2) the realism of this task will be gradually increased in this project both from an acoustical and a visual point of view, e.g., via incorporating spatial acoustics and creating a VR environment. Non-verbal cues will be provided by VAs. Numerous research was conducted on how to efficiently visually and acoustically simulate and integrate VAs in VR environments, e.g., to spark the feeling of social presence, meaning the feeling of being in the presence and interacting with an actual human being [11, 12, 13].

The results of this project should give insights on which audiovisual characteristics of a more life-like conversational situation in VR environments positively affect subjective experience and cognitive performance, in terms of memory and comprehension for multi-talker speech. Furthermore, the findings could give insights on whether cognitive performance can be used as a quality criterion for virtual scene design, e.g., audiovisual plausibility [14], and social presence. This, however, only applies if the results show, that the degree of realism and the concept of social presence is correlated to memory performance. The underlying hypothesis is that if something in the performance of a virtual agent seems unnatural, this will lower the perceived social presence and also bind cognitive resources, which will lead to a decreased performance. The same applies to aspects of auralization.

This paper gives an overview over the project concept. The first section discusses a well-established recall task, the auditory verbal serial recall (aVSR), as well as the extended HTR paradigm. Afterwards, possibilities of including plausible auralization and visualization are presented. The paper closes with a summary and an outlook.

Recall Task for Cognitive Research

The state of the art for examining listening in every-day situations is the auditory verbal serial recall (aVSR) task. In this task, a list of stimuli is presented and has to be recalled by the participants after a short retention interval. There are multiple possibilities for stimuli as well as input and output modalities. A well-established configuration is using digits from 1-9 as target stimulus which is presented as audio and via a computer screen (e.g., [9]). Such simple laboratory setups differ substantially from everyday listening situations in many aspects: the target signal is not running speech, simple mono- or stereo signals are used neglecting room effects or head-related impulse responses, and the visualization is oftentimes limited to showing only the digits on a computer screen without the talker or the situational context. Thus, it is possible that this simplified task challenges different cognitive functions or processes than a realistic conversational situation.

Using running speech as the target signal, the heard text recall (HTR) paradigm [10] steps closer to realistic listening environments. In this task, a coherent text is presented as a conversation between two speakers in which the speakers take turns and the participant is the listener to this conversation. Content-wise, family constellations (e.g., grandparents, parents, children) are described and further information about the family members (e.g., place of residence, hobbies, occupation) is given. Some information can only be derived by combining several utterances (e.g., Rosa’s age in Fig. 1) In the experiment, the participant’s task is to listen attentively to several conversations and to answer content-related questions about them afterwards. As a result, by using coherent speech as a stimulus material and having two talkers who take turns, a more realistic listening scenario is created compared to the aVSR.

Recall and comprehension can be directly measured by asking the listener questions about the content of the conversation and judging the given answer (right/wrong) [10]. Listening effort, which refers to the amount of processing resources a listener allocates to understand running speech in a noisy environment and/or to achieve high performance in a listening-related task [16], cannot be assessed by such direct measures. When the same task is performed under various conditions, e.g., different background noise level, it is possible to obtain similar performance in the HTR while varying listening effort is required to achieve this level of performance (e.g., [17]). Direct measurements alone are often not sensitive to small experimental variations, i.e., they do not capture whether different listening effort in certain listening conditions was necessary to achieve similar performance in the listening task. This inaccuracy can be counteracted by using a dual-task design. Here, participants have to perform an unrelated secondary task in parallel to the HTR. Examples for such a dual task can be judging numbers in comparison to a threshold (e.g., [18]) or a tactile stimulation task (e.g., [19]). In general, a listening environment which is more demanding on cognitive resources can be identified if the performance in this second task decreases when changing the experimental conditions, and at the same time the error rate in answering the questions stays the same [9].

Influence of Audiovisual Information on Memory Performance in Conversational Situations

In face-to-face conversations, not only the spoken word is usually heard, but additional audiovisual information is available to accompany or even enrich the conversation, such as mouth movements and gestures. In the scope of this project, these information will be integrated into the HTR through the VAs in the virtual experiment environment. That way, the HTR will be extended to an even more realistic tool to evaluate memory performance and speech comprehension.

However, this presents both opportunities and challenges.
On the one hand one could argue that visual cues enhance memory performance, because synchronized lip movements might improve speech comprehension [7], which also reduces subjective listening effort. On the other hand, however, the availability of auditory and visual cues might impede memory performance since, e.g., the audiovisual integration requires more processing capacities in the brain [20]. Thus, it has to be investigated to which extent auditory, perceptual, and visual information support comprehension and recall of spoken content, or whether not at all.

To be able to closely monitor the effect of every change in audiovisual presentation, the realism of the listening experiment will be increased gradually regarding visualization (see Figs. 2-4) and audio reproduction.

**Conclusion and Outlook**

The main aim of the proposed project is to investigate the effect of variation in audiovisual characteristics of closer-to-reality listening settings on memory and comprehension of running speech. This will, in turn, allow determining those characteristics of audiovisual virtual reality environments, which are essential for closer-to-reality investigations of memory and comprehension for conversations. The impact of integrating audiovisual information into cognitive-psychological research will be investigated by gradually extending the listening experiment design to a plausible virtual visual and acoustic environment.

The gained insights can then promote theory building about performance-relevant conditions for listening to and processing of conversations while answering the question: do we need a closer-to-real-life audiovisual VR testing environment to measure memory and comprehension for running speech?
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